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Flynn Says Hippies Have 'Stepped Off. World' 
! A hippie is a person who has :·ence that hippies who use drugs· 
l chosen to step off the world, I.to "drop out" are not free be. 
:according to Blli Flynn, bureaii :1cause one becomes dependent on 
'chief for Newsweek magazine. :them. · He added that those who 
· Speaking before a capacity practice sexual freedom are not 
: Curbstone crowd recently, Flynn free because they depeDi on 
;further described the ":flower .penicillin and the'p111. 
; children" as: : He admitted that he once 
1. "Confused youth, educated ,thought that hippies might one 
; youth, decision making you~ :day become a permanent part 
,frustrated youth and stupid. ~ of society. Flynnnolongermatn. 
iyouth." '. tains this view. 
· Flynn added that the hippie is He explained that hippies have 
· · i a mixed up kid, just like his '. become more and more "Mad. . 
· ··· ' parents, ' · ~ ison Annue." 
. hi~'!'°'!"!' a h!anu""::."::o!1: l!no:~~li;.'"!!if"s and knives ~>¥;,,.,. 
; a "sick society." : He indicated that inner circles '"'·.,,,,.~ 
; Flynn sympathized with young · r of htppied.om ha_ve been pene. 
!adults fleeing suburbs char. ' ltrated by symicates capitaltz. w•i.l@;-,,1· •• 
'. acterized by drinking, and ma. ~ ing on illicit drug trade. 
;terialism. i He predicted that hippies will ;; . 
'. He suggested that most hip. i soon be replaced by the "free. .•,>: :: 
'pies seek complete personal )lies." "Freeltes," according to ·· 
freedom and a world embraced l Flynn will have a passion for 
.· .:z':<·<>:'.;Jby F~~: told his curbstone audi. ; l !~;.1ple life and contribute 
• • ~ •• , • ••• •• ·.~ •• ·... . • • ' ·~· • • • :: • ·'•' • ' • <-
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Speaking Out 
Dr. Micheal Novak spoke at CentralOct.11 on the "Secular 
Saint", a theological reflection of youth movements such 
as the New Left. The youth of today are beginning to 
"find themselves, and look inward to discover self. 
knowledge," Novak said. 
Novak Reflects on Youth Movements 
"A person must be able not 
only to say "I love you,,, he 
must also be able to tell YoU 
to go to Hell if he feels so 
inclined, if there is to be clear 
communication among people," 
Dr. Michael Novak, professor 
of philosophy and theology .at 
Stanford University, said, 
Novak SPoke at Central 
in a lecture at Hertz Recital 
Hall~ Wednesday, Oct. 11 on 
the topic "The Secular Saint," 
dealing with New Left and hip. 
pie movements. · 
In opening his lecture Novak 
noted that there were two main 
problems that must be overcome 
in both movements; those of tden. 
:uty and community. 
' ''The identityoftheAmericans 
·going to college in the 50' s was 
handed to them," Novak said. 
Now young people are begin. · 
ning to ask the question "Who 
anr I?" and they are finding out 
that they do have a choice in 
deciding their identity, accord. 
ing to Novak. 
"They are also learning the 
imPortance of deciding who they 
are, unlike the kids of the 50's 
who were expected to become 
more or · less sensitive com. 
puters, Novak continued. 
The second problem is that 
of community, Novak said, ex. 
plaining that there are three 
marks of a genuine community. 
The first criteria is that of 
basic independence in such as. 
pects as dress am mannerism, 
which hippies have achiev~, ac. 
cording to Novak. 
"Secondly, communication 
must be clear and open," Novak 
said. 
"The third mark of a genuine 
community is the differentiation 
of function and rules,'' Novak· 
remarked. 
''This would mean a type o!. · 
participatory democracy in 
which all persons would be 
heard," he continued. 
Novak stressed the idea of. 
self-knowledge or know thyself~ 
noting that man gets so full of 
theories of others that he loses 
himself. 
In conclusion Novak made the 
observation that the word "be. 
ing" is coming back into the 
American vocabulary, whereas 
before Americans were taught 
only to view objects as to their 
usefulness, rather than their 
being, 
Brooks, Wise Establish 
Drug Advisory Committee 
As a result of the spring 
narcotics raids on Central 
a drug advisory committee 
ts being set up on the recom .. 
, mendation of President 
Brooks, according to Don 
Wise, dean of men. 
The committee will be com. 
Posed of students, faculty, and 
townspeople, and will act as 
a recommending body to the 
ad ministration. 
Many of the students who 
were arrested last spring 
seemed to have little knowl· 
edge of the consequences in· 
volved; according to Wise. 
Wise implied that the ad. 
ministration found itself in 
an ambiguous situation when 
the arrests were made, feel-
ing that they needed to take 
action on the conduct of stu. 
dents involved, while at the 
same time there were no 
rules specifically aimed at 
the use of drugs. 
"The p.arpose of the com· 
mittee is to examine the pres. 
ent p0l1cy on drugs and in· . 
form the students of the con. 
sequences that might be in· 
volved in the use of drugs,"· 
Wise concluded. 
DEAN WISE 
.• examine Policies .. 
t~owOpen-
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- .J.o.der.Excelltt_otS\J-PfilVision _ 
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I - COUPON · I I CUTOUT & BRING WITH YOU . • . 
i. FREE HAIRpJr . : 
I OR I · · MANICURE · I WiTH ANY OTHER SERVICE . I C_OUPQN VALUE 1/20 OF A CENT ! 
·-----------------El Advanced & Intermediate- -
Student Beauticians 
Take Advantage Of 
Our College Prices 
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113 East-4th Ave.. Ph: 925-9323 . . 
CHECK THIS! 
GUERNSEY 
FRESH GRADE ''A" 
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TIPS FOR USING YOUR 
CWSC RESIDENCE HALL 
TELEPHONES 
l' Campus · Numbers .... .. ..... . .. Dial last · 
I I five · digits 
I \ I I Repair ~ervice ..... ... .. .. ....... ... Dial 0 
Campus Operator ....... .. ... ..... Dial O 
Ellensbu~g Operator ... · .... .... ... Dial 7 
Ellensburg Information ..... Dial 4 l 1 
Time of Day ....................... . Dial 611 
-~y 
~-=> 
LONG DISTANCE 
For person to person, station to station, collect 
and credit card calls: 
Dial 0 (Zero) plus AREA CODE plus SEVEN DIGITS 
1. Long Distance Calls cannot be charged to any Campus number- · 
2. Long Distance Cal.ls can be made as follows: 
1 • Collect calls to outside numbers 
2 • . Through_ Credit Card. (See Ellensburg Telephone Co.) 
ELLENSBURG TELEPHONE COMPANY 
Vietnam Focus 
-Blurs View 
Of S.E. Asia 
With so much interest focused 
'·- . on Vietnam, other Southeast 
Asian countries and situations 
of equal import are sometimes 
obscured in the news media. 
:Fran William Hall will try to 
shed some light on these fringeo 
of.the.war areas with his film. 
lecture program, Oct. 16, en. 
titled "Four Faces of South. 
east Asia~'' 
Hall,· known nationally by his 
films and lectures, will sho'9.' 
Cambodia as a friendly country, 
home of the fabulous archeolog. 
ical treasure, the Angkor Wat. 
He compares its fence.sitting 
government to that of Burma, 
which is surrdunded by a barn. 
boo curtain. Thatland holds a 
leading position in Southeast 
:. Asia, as well as being one of. 
its loveliest count:rtes. 
Malaysia, youngest of the coun. 
tries, is in a hurry to solve· 
its problems, according to Hall. ' 
Muslims, Buddhif;~s, and Chris. 
tians inhabit this country, the 
rubber capital of the world. 
These and othtr factors will 
be presented in Hall's lecture. 
He will emphas~e that in each 
of these four oountries, solu. 
tions are being sought to man-
kind' s age-old problems, and 
factors which are at the very 
heart of the Vietnamese war. 
The presentailon, part of this 
year's film an4 lecture series 
will begin at -~ p.m. in Hert; 
Auditorium. 
0 mphaszes e e 
Self.identity, lack of guidance, 
and the college' s new respon. 
sibillties were topics discuss-
ed by President Brooks at last 
Thursday's Last Lecture. 
Speaking to a nearly all·ma~e 
audience in the Sparks Hali 
· lounge, Brooks began his speech 
by listing the major problems 
facing the world today, as out. 
lined by Johll Garner in ''Satur. 
day Review." 
Building society so that indt. 
viduals can flourish and inter. 
relate was the problem that 
interested Brooks. 
In commenting on this prob. 
lem, Brooks said, "Your ~ 
jor concern is to establish some 
kind of self.identity in our so-
ciety." 
CHANGE OCCURS 
,"The main problem is to main. 
tain yourself as an individual.. 
Chang~ when change is neces. 
sary, but retain your identity," 
Brooks added. 
Brooks then raised the ques. 
tion of where one's guidance 
comes from today. He believes 
that society has fought to get. 
rid of agencies that have 
"thought-control," such as gov. 
ernment agencies, church, and 
the family, 
According to Brooks, this et. 
fort has been successful to the 
point that the ·old order that 
;AWSHosts 
·Annual Tea 
For Scholars 
over 200 girls received invt..1 
tations to the Associated Wolnl!J 
en'-s Student Scholar ship Tea, 
. according to Sherrie Canady, 
A ws secretary. 
The tea, held at the Grupe 
Conference Center, Oct. 12, 
is ·sponsored quarterly by A WF. 
to hooor all Central women that 
have received a g.p.a. of 3.25 and 
above. Girls that have a gpa 
of 3. 75 and above were given 
certificates. _ 
Each residence hall received 
a scholarshipplaque. Thewomen 
in each dorm with the highest 
g.p.a. had their names engraved 
on the plaques. 
Guest speaker for the event 
:was Dr. Spittle of the cowiset. 
ing center who spoke on the . 
theme of the tea, "Pathways." 
. Speech, Drama 
MaiorsMeet 
Speech and Drama majors and 
minors will have an opportunity 
to get acquainted, or in some 
cases, re-acquainted, during a 
convocation to be held at the 
Grupe Conference Center, Mon. 
day, Oct. 16. 
Beginning at 8 p.m. various 
activities, such as the introduc. 
tton of new faculty and a dis. 
cussion about the department's 
plans for the year, will get 
underway. 
Following this, those attend. : 
ing will divide into informal 
groups and hold discussions con. 
cerning their particular areas 
of interest, such as rhetoric, 
public address, speech and hear.; 
ing, drama, radio and television, 
each of which falls under the 
department of Speech and 
·nrama. 
once made decisions for us has 
broken down. 
tion knows the role it is being 
pit in," Brooks said in 
commenting on the college's new 
,duties. SCHOOLS AID Because of the responsibilities 
dropped by the church, family~ 
etc., Brooks believesthatpeople 
are looking to colleges and um. 
versities for guidance. Thts, 
according to Brooks, pats 
pressure on the professors to 
make their classes meaningtul 
because students want classes 
reJated to their social scene. 
He added that some professors 
think they are at the college to 
provide the raw materials only~ 
mt "to serve as a church." ' 
Brooks' possible solution is 
that the college and the students 
should get together and see what 
each expects of the other. 
"The quest for meaning is to 
accept the struggle for mean-
ing," Brooks noted. The p:rofessors are expected by the students to give sound 
and efficient data, Brooks says. 
They want a set of values from 
the college that will give them 
direction. 
"There is no way out. The 
hippies haven't fowid the an. 
swer because they have given 
up the fight," Brooks said. · 
And as his final challenge 
and advice, Brooks concluded, 
"Accept the struggle." 
ROLE CHANGES 
"I don't think higher educa-. 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
ON GASOLINE 
- ~ e.., WITH ANY OIL CHANGE 
4 ' 
v o·u get your choice of FREE 
the following services 
convention.al lube iob 
tire rotation 
front wheel bearing pack 
brake adiustment 
Chuck's Richfield 
Servi~e 
308 w. 8th 925-5546 
WEBSTER'S 
·REST AU RANT 
AND 
BRAND ROOM 
WHERE· SWEECY'S 
WILDCATS MEET 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
-SEE HIGHLIGHTS OF 
WILDCAT FOOTBALL ACTION 
WEEKLY WITH COACH TOM PARRY 
EVERY TUESDAY AT NOON 
• FINEST FOOD 
• RELAXNG ATMOSPHERE 
RIMEMBW.-~ :.Enioy q ' nite out at Webstws. Fi~ " 
Food and Entertain"'9nt in ·Ellensburg _ 
=-· ~ 
~~- -:::-_:-~__:____ ___::::_---=-:------ -- -~-;, 
1 \ '. 
E'RE HAVING 
A PARTY! 
FREE COKE 
THE COKE IS FREE AND YOU 
CAN DRINK YOUR FILL. 
DOOR PRIZES 
Dozens of merchandise pr~.zes 
and all you need to do is come .. 
LIVE MUSIC 
/ Swing with the Danny Ward Trio 
We'll shove the furniture back, 
So bring your dancing shoes. 
CAR SHOW 
all the "Hot Ones" for 
'68 will be on display. 
FREE 
there is no admission charge, 
We're glad you are here, and 
· we want to show it~ 
COLLEGE ONLY 
·Only CWSC students will 
be admitted. Bring yow 
Student l.D. in today 
and pick up your free 
ticket. Space is 
limited so get your 
ticket while they last. 
DON'T MISS THE 
"HAPPENING" 
OF THE QUARTER! 
Tues. Oct. 24-7-10 p.m. 
at 
We sincerely hope you 
enioy yourself. 
Drop-in, Hippies! 
Blll Flynn said hippies have chosen to step off the world. 
We couldn't agree more. 
It's sad. 
Hippies embracing the values of brotherly love, non-violence 
and per~nal freedom have done llttle to propart these tenets. 
Instead they exist in self-made vacuums quite often maintained 
by drugs. 
Hippies have chosen to be drop.outs in a troubled world. 
we set no examples of perfection. Our lives are dull~ by 
stimulants and depressants. We occasionally succumb to hy· 
pacrtsy. But we have not "dropped out." We remain and "slug 
it out" Hip~tes will retort_: you can't change the Political and social 
establishment. 
No you can't change it over night, but inroads toward brother. 
ly lo~e non-violence and personal freedom can be made. Prog~ess towards these ends begins with an individual's pledge 
to contribute to the society that spawned him. 
Changt:!; in society come into being only through individual 
and group participation within the establishment itself. This 
ts what hippies suggest-change from within. 
Democracy, boasting representation for all, does work if 
people supp0rt it. SUpp0rt it through voting and party affiliation. 
A people's revolution demanding the tenets of hipptedom can 
succeed if well-defined . and organized by the grass roots and 
channeled through Political channels. 
If the hippies are really after a better society, they'll drop 
back in. They'll try to establish their goals through the demo· 
cratic sy ;;tern. . 
we can't heip butf eelthat the h!ppte philosophy (disregard .. 
ing the long hair, beads and lack of hygienic knowledge) is sound. 
But until the hippie is willing to drop back into the society that 
perplexes him so, his contribution will be minor if not non-
existent. 
· Comp. Clinic 
Provides Help 
For Students 
Beginning this · quarter the 
Composition Cllntc Will provide 
remedial instruction for juniors 
and seniors whose written work 
reveals marked deficiencies. 
Students who are officially re. 
ferred into the Cllnic will be 
required to satisfy the English 
requirements before graduation. 
Students can be officially re. 
terred into the Cllntc in two 
ways. First, any student who 
enters Central in or after fall, 
1967, and who receives a "D'' 
in English 301 willautomatically 
be required to do remedial work 
in the Clinic.Second, any eligible 
student whose writing is mark. 
ed1y deficient may be referred 
into the Clinic by an instructor 
in any course on campus. 
To be eligible for such re.. 
ferral, a student must be a jun. 
ior or senior, entering Central 
in or after Fall quarter, 1967, 
and have completed English 301 
or its equivalent; that is, a sec. 
ond or third quarter of English 
compositon at some other col. 
lege. 
I Letters to The Editor CT V7 I 
Glaring Flaw 
The author of the "Pills Not 
Pot" letter in last week's Crier 
felt that Central should adopt a 
policy of distributing birth con. 
trol pills as was the Policy at 
a "prominent Eastern girls' 
school" which she formerly at. 
tended. 
There ts, I b~lieve, a glaring 
flaw in her reasoning. I.assume 
that since her former schoOl 
was exclusively a girls' school, 
· it was a private institution sup. 
parted by finances other than 
· tax money. Central is, however, 
a state supported school and 
therefore must, fortunately or 
unfortunately, a4here reason. 
ably close to the moral atti. 
tudes of the tax payers who 
finance a large part of this 
school's operation. U Central 
adopted a palicy of dispensing 
birth control pills there would 
be a strong, unfavorable public 
reaction. The administratorsof 
this institution are practical men 
who realize they can't openly 
flaunt the mores of the people 
who pay the bills. 
She makes the inference that 
drug use ts at ., east in part a 
result of Sf -~ ... stration ea.used 
by "tensions and anxieties" 
from the lack of the birth control 
pllls. If this assumption is true, 
why isn't there an underground 
movement of birth control pills 
instead of dope. 
For those naive students who 
don't know: The1 " are contr~ 
ceptives other than :.Arth control 
pills available at your lo~ 
drug store wit'iout prescription. 
Don Petersen 
Ott Campus 
Gap Lag. 
To the Editor: 
To Charlot H. orlot who, being 
a most forward young lady, has 
no doubt heard of the generation 
gap, cu1ture lag, and last but 
not least, the credibility gap. 
Come, come, you forward and 
unamiable worms (apalogies to 
my dear friend Will) 
Wist not that we, your inter • . 
ests have at heart? 
Am wise old heads can better 
say 
That which natural is and that 
which is not. 
Who knows, forsooth, how nat. 
ural i.s pat? 
You must allow, the natural 
ends of sex are brats. 
But, lest in my wisdom, I be 
deemed unjust, 
Be assured; 'the administration 
Will give your feelings due con. 
sideration. 
Sincerely, 
P. R. Oller 
P.S. The Shakespeare quote is 
from the last part of "The Tam. 
ing of the Shrew,'' in which the 
shrew is, alas, tamed. 
Pill Spills 
To the Editor: 
I would like to reply to a recent 
letter, "Pills Not Pot." 
There is no excuse for im. 
moral behavior. Free use of. 
birth control pills is not one of 
our accepted "modern stand. 
ards" in myopinion. Whatcould 
be more harmful to society? 
If these pills were distributed 
on Central's cami-is, there 
would very likely be even more 
loose sexual behavior, and thus 
more guilt f eellngs and tensions 
created. 
The false sense of relaxation 
and loss of inner stresses (to 
use a paraphrase) which may fol. 
low drug use is bad. We have 
to face our very real problems 
from within our real world. 
Finally, I would like to ask a 
question: What would happen 
when girls didn't faithfully use 
their pills if they did have un. 
limited access to them? More 
abortions, more children born 
without even a fair break. 
I suspect that some other girls 
may have more gentlemen call. 
ers than I, but that's the way 
the pill spills! 
Janice Krucovsky 
Wilson Hall 
Irrelevance 
To the Editor: 
I would like to direct some 
comments and questions to Tom 
Morris who wrote ~n article in 
your October 6 paper. 
Is it not true that the big 
issues of democracy and com. 
munism are almost completely 
irrelevant to the people who live 
in villages of Southeast Asia? 
In a speech, Russel Johnson has 
said that what has meaning to 
80 per cent of the people are 
landlords who take more than 
half a peasant's yearly earnings 
as rent, money-lenders who 
charge 200 to 300 per cent inter. 
est, government officials who 
are suppased to look after the 
people's interest but are only 
serving their own, and the pav. 
erty and disease. 
Russell Johnson has called 
this "the violence of the status 
quo,'' and he certainly wasn't 
talking about the violence . of 
the communists. 
To these peasant masses com. 
munism may not be a threat 
at all; in fact, it may be an 
answer to their problems unless 
a better answer can be found. 
Wouldn't lt be better to help 
these people than to destroy 
them with our bombing planes? 
I believe also that it is the 
failure of the privileged classes 
backed by western interests who 
do not tend to the social and 
economic needs of the peas~t 
masses. our government acts 
in this way as · a counter-revo. 
lutionary force ~o the social 
revolution that must progress in 
these underdeveloped c.nunr ries. 
Is it not also true that the 
·Vietnamese people _ view our 
presence in their country a::; 
identical to that of the French 
who were there before us? Dr. 
Martin Luther King has stated 
in a speech that the U.S. was 
spending 8 O per cent of the 
French war costs before they 
were defeated at Dien Bien Phu. 
Don't they know that we were 
paying much of the French bill? 
Did the people you met see 
China as the aggressor in South. 
east Asia? Despite what our 
state department says,_ I can't 
believe that China is bent on 
territorial expansion. If eel that 
the idea that China is the ag. 
gressor is false partly because 
China feels she must protect her 
border as she did in Korea. 
Is it ·any wonder that China 
might have a slight suspicion 
of a country that has its sub. 
marines in everybody's waters, 
airplanes over everybody!s soil, 
and soldiers all around the 
world? I can't see how we can 
have the nerve to call China an 
aggressor in Southeast Asia. 
It is common knowledge that 
in Formosa where you visited 
as in the rest of Southeast Asia, 
health and the. widespread p0v. 
erty and disease are the real 
concerns of humanity, but of the 
alternatives to these problems 
our government ts giving almost 
no help, Is not our government 
militarily behind th~ reactionary 
government who are suppress. 
ing peaceful social change and. 
making violent social change in. 
evttable? 
Dick Mansfield 
Off Campus Sr. 
Thanks 
(Editor's Note) Richard Bates 
lost both of his legs in -a car 
accident last spring. 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take this op. 
portunity to express my grati-
tude and sincere thanks to the 
students, faculty, and people af. 
filiated with cwsc for all that 
has been done for me. 
Since my accident last March, 
I have come to enjoy a lasting 
bond with Central. There were 
countless numbers of cards, 
flowers, and of course the bene. 
fit dance sponsored by my dorm, 
Stephen's Hall. (This dorm has 
t.o be one of the greatest!) 
I was disappointed in that J 
didn't get to start fall quarter 
at Central, but winter quarter 
is looking good. Everything ls 
coming along just tine. 
Thank you, CentraU 
Richard Bates 
Sunnyside, Wno 
Big Deal 
To the Editor: 
It seems quite evident that 
the Frost Talent Show ts sup. 
pased to be a significant part 
of Frosh orientation. Since it 
is such a "big dealu and 
since the winners receivepublic 
recognition, it is only logical 
to also note how or by whore 
the winners are chosen. 
The Frosh Talent Show should 
conclude with the winners being 
winners in full perspective. I 
hope that next year the judges 
and-or the method of judging 
the contestants will be ad. 
equately .announced. 
Mary Barger, Freshman 
Jennie Moore Hall 
Publish'ld weekly on Fridays during the academic year except 
during examination weeks and holidays by students of Central 
Washington State College. Printed on the Record Press. Entered 
m second closs matter at the U.S . Post Office, Ellensburg, Wash. 
98926. Editor, Steven L. Miller. Bsns. Mgr.; Sharon Thomps~n. 
faculty Advisor, Douglas A. Lang. Offices in Samuelson Union 
Building. Telephone 963-1201. Views express_ed are those of the 
student staff, not necessarily of Cent.ral Washington State Collge. 
BY REV. PHIL HANNI 
Opposition Hangs Over LBJ 
'!be time has come to askthequesUon:just how extensive 
is the current attack upon the Johnson policy? Many seem 
to think 1t very small (though, indeed, vocal) and that lt 
is spearheaded by a handful of political carpet.baggers. 
TRENDS CHANGE 
An accumulation of trends over the past few months, 
however, indicates quite the 09posite. In addition to the 
long-standing and biting criticisms of Senators Hatfield, 
Morse, Fulbright, and Gruening, we now have Senators 
Percy, Clifford case, and Thurston Morton openly doubt. 
ing the ~als and the methods of the Johnson policy in 
Southeast Asia. In fact, Morton, speaking to the Business 
Executives Move for Vietnam Peace (a 950 member group) 
has strongly suggested that Johnson was "brainwashed" 
by the mllitary in regards to Southeast Asia as ea.I'.lY 
as 1961 when, as vice-president, he visited the area. 
That ls, Johnson has never fully understood the reality 
of the situation there because he has been deliberately 
deceived-a travesty of the highest order, if true. 
Turning to "grassroots" }.merlca, a Gallup poll in 
mid-September showed that only two per cent of Iowans 
supported the LBJ .. policy, and that only 40 per cent of 
U .s. farmers were sympathetlcl At the Sa.me time, one· 
ha1f of 84 Senators interviewed said they were opposed to 
our involvement in the war. All of this amounts to a 
rather slim support for a major war which has now dragged 
on for several years and w111 soon have cost America the 
loss of more lives than any other war except three. 
SUPPORT FADES 
Abroad, our involvement is characterized by the tide of 
antagonism against those political leaders who have stood 
with Johnson. The UPI reported on Oct. 4 that Harold 
Wilson, Prime Minister of Great Britain, at the Labor Party 
Conference was faced with a "rank and file revolt for his 
support of American policy in Vietnam." Australian leaders 
also remain under fire for even a half-hearted support 
of L.B.J. 
If, as we try to assess the support of the Johnson involve-
ment in,, Southeast Asia, we turn to the Vietnamese them. 
selves, we hardly find a grassroots support to save their 
country along the lines recently pursued. While it is true 
that Thieu and Ky won the last election, very few Ameri· 
cans were told that only 33 per cent of the Vietnamese of 
voting age were eligible to vote, because 67 per cent of 
the population is still too firmly controlled by the Viet 
Cong. And, of the 33 per cent eligible to vote, 83 per 
cent did vote; of the 83 per cent that voted, only 35 
per cent voted for Thieu and Kay. 
If nothing else, these ramblings indicate that there is 
truly a rising and major douM about the current war in 
Vietnam. If at home, abroad, and in Vietnam itself there 
are grave misgivings, then the policy of LBJ is in for a 
rough time. As Senator Fulbright said on the floor of the 
Senate on Oct. 3, in reply. to Senator Dirksen: "You 
haven1 t mentioned anything yet that makes me believe the 
MOUSE 
BREATH 
BY JOHN JOHNSON 
Lyndon In The Sky 
The great race of 1968 came to a surprising and violent 
close. As you all recall, the Democrats ran President 
Lyndon Johnson and Hubert Humphrey, despite the large 
opposition within the party. Even as late as September, 
the L.B.J .'ers, (Let's Bag Johnson), were marching on the 
national headquarters. The Republicans were having their 
share of problemstoo. ThelrtlcketafReaganand Goldwater 
was tagged "too conservative" by the John Birch Society. 
As the election night neared, both parties were on 
the verge of panic. The Republicans had unearthed the 
fact that Humphrey had been a prime suspect in a L.S.D. 
raid In Robert McNamara's apartment, and the Democrats 
had countered by exposing Ronald Reagan as Kate Smith 
in drag. 
The returns began to slowly drift in, and with each 
state the race tightened A surprising situation developed 
when California went to George Wallace. The final tab-
ulations showed the Democrats the winner by twelve 
electoral votes and 41 percent ol the popular vote. Pres-
ident Johnson immediately . ordered the bombing ol North 
Vietnam to resume and fied to his ranch for a barbecue. 
Goldwater and Reagan signed a contract with N.B.C. 
to broadcast the New York Mets baseball games. Dark· 
horse George W.allace met a violent end in California. 
He was on bis way to a victory banquet, when he was 
ruh over by a speeding bigot. 
Do you ever feel that you've been brainwashed? 
Next Week:· The Rusk Marriage-the end~ the line for LBJ? 
SOUTHEAST 
ASIA 
TODAY 
BY TOM MORRIS 
The Philippines was one of the most enjoyable 
places we visited. Of all the countries, it ts 
the one to which I wo.Uld most like to return. 
In the Philippines, like all the countries 
we visited, our tight schedule kept us from 
seeing as much of the country as we wished. 
we were only able to visit Manila and some 
of the surrounding agricultural areas. We 
still were able to learp a great deal from 
these areas. 
. SPIRITS REVEALED 
we had a twenty.year-old guide named M111ta, 
who was invaluable because of the information 
she gave us. She, like many young college 
students of her country, is strongly influenced 
by a new feeling of nationalism. This was 
reflected in many of her comments. The 
Filipinos have always been dedicated to their 
independence. This part of the Filipino char· 
acter became real to us as we toured Fort 
Santiago. 
Fort Santiago was the main Spanish stronghold 
during their domination of the Philippines. It 
also became a stronghold for the Japanese. 
we were shocked as we viewed the dungeon which 
both of these countries used to eliminate many 
of these gallant heroes of the pa.st. Our guide 
pointed out that the Philippine ~pirit for rebel. 
lion kept these dungeons in regular use. The 
dungeons were bunt below sea level and were 
filled with people at low tide. As the tide rose, 
they were drowned and then washed into the bay 
by the receding tide. 
"The Spanish, more concerned with life after 
death, built churches. The Americans, more 
concerned with the present, built schools, hos. 
pitals, roads, and bridges. The Japanese de-
stroyed," our guide stated in describing the 
occupation of her country by the Spanish, 
Americans and Japanese. Sh~ said that the 
people were grateful for the educational system 
that we developed, but it bothered them that 
many children had learned our national anthem 
and heroes before they learned their own. 
U.S. SCRUBS 
"Filipinos for many generations to come will 
be brainwashed by American education," one 
student commented. 
"Brainwashed and heart-wa~hed, too,'' an° 
other student adds. 
"Many people can be hurt by kindness," Mill ta. 
said. 
"'!be Americans told us that they would help 
us fight the Spanish and then give us our inde-
pendence, but they had other plans. Most people 
think you have gotten more than you have given. 
one half of the Philippine economy ls now in 
the hands of the Americans," she said. Many 
students expressed the feeling that America 
was also blocking them from industr~alizatlon. 
I could ·go on and give other similar Statements 
which express this anti-American feeling-Of the 
young nationalist students. 
It was in the Ph111pp1nes where we first ran 
into the large gap between the rich and the 
poor. This especially stood out for us coming 
from a country which is predominantly middle 
class. Here, as in the other countries which 
we visited, there is almost a complete absence 
of a middle class. The land is completely 
owned by the wealthy, while the peasant works 
it for seventy per cent of his crop. 
We were told that in sugar areas the labor 
of the peasant is greatly exploited. Many 
students expressed the feeling that if the 
government was not able to enact many needed 
social reforms, there would be a revolution 
in the next five years. 
The real problem is internal subversion. 
People turn to communism, not because of 
communism, but because they are upset with 
our system. We found this theme throughout 
Southeast Asta. '!be Filipinos felt that their 
revolution would never be communist because 
of the fact that the Philippines is a strong 
Catholic nation. 
SUSPISION PERVADES 
The Philippines was also where we became 
aware of the strong feeling of the students 
toward the CIA. They mentioned it a great 
deal. The first question many studenf s asked 
us was if we were affiliated with the National 
Student Association because of the recent 
scandal about CIA funding. 
On the Vietnam issue the Philippines showed 
the widest spectrum of all the nations we visited. 
They stated that the majority of dissent in 
their country came from the youth. The 
National Student Union of the Philippines does 
not support its government's stand onVietnam. 
"Under international law, U.S. presence in 
Vietnam is not justified, nor is the Ph.Hippine's 
involvement there." 
NUTS 
and , 
BERRIES 
BY ROGER DA VIS 
GOP Candidates Race For '68.Nomination 
fn this k1ck·off article on 
the elections of 1968, four 
at ·the top possible candidates 
will be mentioned. 
Perhaps the greatest sur-
prise in the Republican party 
at this time is the amount 
of support that California 
Governor Ronald Reagan has 
managed to pool. While 
Reagan is mentioned most 
often- as a vice-presidential 
candidate, many top Repub-
licans have casually suggest-
ed that he may be presi-
dential material. Reagan, 
who presently holds his first 
elected office, . seems to be 
standing up to the pressure 
of this hotly contested race 
in tine form. He sees the 
Vietnam war as the top issue 
in the '68 elections. 
Until -a month ago, the top 
prospect for the Republican 
nomination was Michigan's 
George Romney. The "brain· 
washing" scandal severely 
hurt .Romney's chances _ Of. 
getting the nod. However his 
many strong points will keep 
him in the limelight through· 
out the next year. He ts rec-
. ognized as one of the fore· 
most business experts in the 
nation. His attitude, tending 
tQ be against the war in 
Vietnam, may well be the 
springboard necessary to loft 
him into the nomination. 
Romney has long been a sup. 
porter ol social improvement 
and other domestic legisla· 
tlon. · 
New York's Governor Nel-
son A. Rockefeller ts at 
present the mostpapularcan-
dldate with the voters. The 
Gallup Poll, released last 
Wednesday, gave the slate ot 
Rockefeller, backed by Rea-
gan, 55 percent al. the vote 
U the election were held to-
day. Rockefeller's vast pol· 
itlcal knowledge, and his 
record ol good :t><>litlcal ser•· 
vice make him a tr~m1endous. 
ly attractive candidate. 'fhe 
Rockefeller name alone car-
ries a great o ~ of SUP· 
Port throughout tbe East. 
our last major possib111ty 
ls former vice-president 
Richa.rd Nixon. . His support 
may well develop as his SUP· 
Porters begin to emphasize 
the years of comparative 
peace and properity under the 
Eisenhower-Nixon adminis-
tration. Mr. Nixon's views 
of foreign policy were form-
ulated by yean:: ol personal 
involvement as well as study, 
which gives him an advan· 
tage over the governors also 
in contention for the G .O.P. 
nomination. Rockefeller, 
Romney, and Reagan may 
know domestic problems; but 
to an extent, they will have 
to learn the ins and outs of 
foreign policy from the 
ground up. 
Numerous dark-horse can. 
didates are 3J.so waiting in 
the wings. 
-Mahajani · Compares Cultures 
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. By MARLENE BLOOMQUIST 
Activities Editor 
Attired in the traditional Indtar 
sari, Dr. Usha Mahajani ex. 
plained her dress. 
"There are different sarif 
for different occasions. It de. 
pends upon the cost, material: 
and looks. It is the same genera· 
principle as westerndress. Yot 
don't wear something too dress: 
during the day," Dr. · Mahajan 
axplained. 
Dr. Mahajanl is currentl}· 
teaching political science and 
international relations with em. 
phasts on Southeast Asia at 
central. 
Coming from India, Dr. Ma. 
hajant's special interest lies in 
Southeast Asta. After being a 
student in American ten year~ 
ago, Dr. Mahajani traveled ex. 
~ensively in Southeast Asia in 
!Onnectlon with field work and 
Jiternational relations. 
In 1960, she published a book · 
called "The Role of Indian 
Minorities in Burma and Ma. 
laysia" and has had several 
articles published in various 
Your C~llege ­
Bookstore 
CLASSICAL . • JAZZ • POPULAR 
RECORD 
SALE 
UPT0 5498 s19a 
UPJ0S598 $298 _ 
SAVE s2 OR s3 NOW UPTO 
ON EVERY MAJOR LABEL. 
~,A,PtTAL TOP ARTISTS _ MGM 
W[MCURY DOT 
~l~~cca Open 7:30.;.& p.m. Mon. thru Fri.· CORAL 
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday 
magaztne·s in America and Eng • 
land on foreign aid in Southeast 
a~ta. 
"I come from an academic 
family, clear back to my grand. 
father. It's the only life I know, 
in a sense," Dr. Mahajan! said. 
"I think it is a very vital 
place. I attended a small cot. 
lege in America, so I know that 
they form an enthusiastic, little 
world of their own," Dr. Ma. 
hajani said of Central. 
"I don't think American stu. 
dents are different at all. As 
far as classroom behavior, they 
are the same. Indian students 
are always ready to discuss 
just like American students," 
she said. 
_ "On the other hand, the social 
behavior is bound to be very 
different from social behavior of 
Indian students. Indian society 
is still very conservative. There~ · 
is not so much mixing of boys 
and girls as in this country," 
she continued. 
Dr. Mahajani, who speaks five 
different languages, isteachint 
undergraduates for the first 
time. 
"I think the American youth is 
more broad-minded than before 
and much more ready to accept 
that the rest of the world ts 
not like his own. I think this 
is a very 
1 
happy discovery to 
find," Dr. Mahajani concluded. 
DR. USHA MAHAJ ANI 
"American routh broad-
mi:Aded ...• '' 
Exchange Plans Jive 
Eight Central students will be 
given the opportunity to partici· 
pate in a student exchange with 
Texas Southern University in 
Houston, Texas, according to 
Dennis Hamilton, SGApr~~ident. 
The program was investigated 
last year by Rodney Converse 
of the Sociology department and 
the president of Texas southern. 
Due to lack ·of funds neither 
school was able to participate 
last year. 
This year Texas Southern re-
ceived a $11,000 grant to use 
for this exchange. 
No additional money will be 
needed by central students. The 
· P.E. students, 
No additional money will be 
needed by Central students. The 
cost will be the same as the 
cost of attending Central. 
Transportation and out of state 
tuition will be paid by Texas 
Southern. 
"It will be a completely new 
experience for a Central stu. 
dento Texas Southern is a pre.. 
dominately Negro, lower.class 
school located in the heart of 
Houston," Hamilton said. 
"Anyone is eligible to go who 
is not on social probation, a 
graduating senior, or who has 
at least a 2.25 gpa," Hamilton 
concluded. 
is your savings account a 97 lb. weakling? 
It doesn't have to be. With NB of C's Daily Interest, at 4% per 
annum, your savings build muscle faster-work day in and 
day out! Interest is computed daily, compounded and paid 
quarterly. Start a savings-building course right away! 
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE NOC 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
JACK REITSCH, Manager, Ellensburg Brar1ch, 5th and Pearl 
Retreat Pushes Mind Expansion 
"After four years at Central, 
one should come out with an 
open mind,'' Dean of Men Don 
Wise said, in his remarks to 
more than 80 students gathererl 
at Hidden Valley Guest Ranch 
· for the Annual Freshman Re. 
treat last weekend. 
Introducing the Retreat theme, 
"Open Mindedness '68," Wise 
added, ''I want you to explore 
many experiences. I want yolt 
to get involved." 
The opening remarks were 
followed by group discussion, 
the format employed for the 
whole weekend, as both students 
and faculty members tried to 
"academically" expand their 
minds. 
Friday night's entertainment 
was provided . by SGA Social 
V.P. Tlm Wing, John Wollen. 
weber; Ken HUzil, Murray Mose, 
Dan Arndt, and Frosh Talent 
Show winner Ty Hughes. 
Saturd3.y morning began with 
student Tom Morris expressing 
his views about "Vietnam Is. 
sues,'' and presentation of some 
of the color slides he had taken 
on his trip to Asia this summer. 
Lunch was followed by an ade 
dress from Mr. Arley Vancil, 
former Ellensburg High School 
teacher, now a member of the 
Central education department. 
After some discussion, students 
dispersed to enjoy some of the 
facilities of the picturesque, 
ridge-top ranch northeast of Cle 
Elum. 
Horseback riding, hiking, foot. 
balling, and plain old talking 
were followed by dinner and an 
.address by Dr. Y. T. Wither. 
spoon, Dean of Students. 
Evening activities conclud~ 
with a presentation of skits ere. 
ated by the small discussion 
groups and a sqUa.re dance. 
Firms Seek 
Businessmen 
The following firms will have 
representatives at the Place. 
ment Office for business and 
technical campus interviews t~ 
interested students: 
W. T. Grant Company of Bev. 
erly Hills, Califotnia.,..will inter. 
view Business Administration 
and Liberal Arts majors on 
Oct. 23. 
On Oct. 24, Price Waterhouse 
& Company from Seattle will 
hold interviews for accounting. 
·CPA firm, auditing, tax, and 
management advisory services. 
Also on Oct. 24, John F. Forbes 
& Company of Seattle will have 
accounting CPAfirminterviews. 
Haskins & Sells of Seattle will 
be at the Placement Office Oct. 
27. · This firm deals with ac. 
counting, tax work, and manage. 
ment advisory services with im.. 
mediate job offerings, regard. 
less of military status. 
On the same day, Quinn and 
Calahan, CPA's from Moses 
Lake, will hold interviews for 
accounting; B.A. degree. 
For brochures and other iDe 
formation contact the Placement 
Office, Barge Hall, Room 308. 
Quartet Performs, 
Presents Seminar 
The Philadelphia String Quar. 
tet will perform here·, Oct; 17 
and 19, in McConnell Auditorl. 
um. Performance time is 8:15 
p.m. 
Brought to Central by our 
music department, the quartet 
also performs for Eastern Wash-
ington State College and Wash. 
ington State University. Their 
home base is the University o! 
Washington. 
Whoa Fella 
Horse Back riding was enjoyed by the freshmen attending 
the Freshmen retreat this last weekend, Patti Mitchell, 
Freshmen retreat chairman, pets one of the horses 
before leaving on a ride through the valley at the Hidden .. 
Valley Gue st Ranch. 
-ATTENTION 
OFF CAMPUS 
THE SUPERLATIVE 
HOME HEATING 
OIL 
CASCADE WAY 
Let 
ZBINDEN 
OIL CO. 
SOLVE YOUR 
HEATING PROBLEMS 
For Prompt Service 
Call 925-1366 
Ellensburg 
The Roffler 
Sculptur-Kut 
Technique 
AppointmentS 
925-5141 
Look sharp with the Razor Cut. Call shop, 925- . 
5141 for additional Information. 
Licari's Barber Shop 
In The Elton Hotel 
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Small Large Giant 
Serves 1 2-3 3-5 
PEPPERONI-GREEN PEPPER ----------------1.10 2.20 2.75 
Delectable 
' ', CALIFORNIA SPECIAL ----·------·--·-----------1.05 2.05 2.65 
i : .,. Black Olive 
CANADIAN APPETIZER ---··'·-----------------1.35 2.60 3.35 
Canadian Bacon, Fresh Tomato 
ITALIAN SAUSAGE ------·-----·-·--·---~---··---·-·-1.10 2.20 2.75 
Lip Smackin' Good 
PLAIN JANE ------·····--- ---- ----··· -· ·----------------·--·l.00 1.75. 2.25 
You'll Love Our Cheeses 
NEW ORLEANS DELIGHT ·-----~--------·----1.30 2.25 2.85 
. Choice Shrimp 
IMPORTED AN'CHOVIES -·-·-·-··---------------1.20 2.10 2.85 
Imported From Nowhere 
SPICED PEPPERONI --·-···--···---·-----·-·-·----·-1.10 2.15 .2~65 
Only IF You Dare 
" GOURMET'S DELIGHT ----·-··-·-·-------·· --···--1.10 2.15 2.65 
Lean Beef and Onion 
CONGLOMERATION ···--------------··--·------·-·- 1.45 2.75 3.55 
Pepperoni, Salami, Beef, Mushroom. Green Pepper ,Olive 
ITALIANO --------·--·--···---···-··---·--·---------------- --- 1.10 2.00 2.65 
Italian Salami . 
MUSHROOM --------···--·-·----------·---·-····------··---· 1.35 2.50 3.15 
All Toadstools Property of the Management 
ISLAND CASTAWAY -···---·---------·-··---·-------1.40 2.60 3.35 
Canadian Bacon - Fresh Pineapple 
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY ----·--·-----·------1.40 2.50 · 3.15 
Beef and Mushroom 
FRIDAY SPECIAL ·-------------·--·-·-··--·----·--···-·1.40 2.60 3.25 
Shrimp, Mushroom and Olive 
CANADIAN BACON ··---------·--··------------------1.25 2.50 3.15 
Just Plain Good 
HOT DIGGETY ---·----------------·------·----------------1.35 2.65 3.25 
Lean Beef, Mushroom, Pepperoni 
PEPPERONI • SAUSAGE ·-----·-·-·-··----------1.15 2.35 2.85 
House Favorite 
POLISH SAUSAGE -·---·--·-·-···------------··---···-1.10 2.20 2.75 
You'll Like This 
SAUSAGE • OLIVE ---·-·---------------·--·-·---·-·-·-1.20 2.30 2.75 
Everyone's Favorite 
PEPPERONI • OLIVE --------------------------------1.20 2.30 2.75 
Try It! 
PEPPERONI, BEEF AND ONION __________ l.35 2.65 . 3.25 
Sounds Good 
Canadian BACON, PEPPERONI, BEEF 1.35 2.65 3.25 
Would You Believe? 
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Top-Notch Dress Designer Attends Central 
Debutants .Gown 
Carole Weatherman, a Central freshman, is 
fitted by Albert Aguilar in a debut.ante's gown. 
The empire bodice and A-line skirt is ac-
centuated by dangling oriental beads and 
fuchsia ribbon. The curved neckline drops to · 
a deep V in the gown's back. 
By CYNTHIA BYERS 
Staff Reporter 
$250 is the minimum charge 
for a "plain" dress designed 
by 20.year~ld Central junior 
Albert Aguilar, women's high 
fashion designer from the Phil. 
ippines. 
Aguilar, presently studyingfor . 
his Bachelor's degree, is the 
nephew of the noted Raman Val. 
ers, leading women's apparel 
designer for the Philippines am 
Asta. 
Sketching his first garment 'at: 
the age of seven, Aguilar soon 
advanced to dresslnaktng anrl 
finally opened a shop in Manila. 
"Manila is the high fashion 
capital of Asia, comparable to 
the western world's Paris," 
Aguilar said. 
While in Ellensburg, Aguilar 
still maintains his business in 
Manila, by having his sister 
"make • up" dresses from 
sketches Aguilar sends home. 
The Manila shop caters only to 
"people in society" because 
"they're the only ones that can 
aflord the merchandise," ac-
cording to Aguilar. 
Basically following a youthful 
straight line, Aguilar likes to 
add a touch of Spanish, PhiJ. 
ippino or a combination of west. 
ern and traditional accent in his 
gowns. 
Before coming · to the United 
States, an individual presenta. 
tion of sixty of Aguilar's gowns 
were shown in an elaborate 
Manila auditorium before a ca. 
pacity crowd of 2,000. Included 
in the audience was the First 
Lady of the Philippines and her 
daughter. Guest model for the 
evening was Miss Universe of 
1964. 
Aguilar speaks English, Span. 
ish, Philippino, and a little 
French. He has toured the high 
fashion centers of Spain, Paris, 
and New York. 
Cocktail dresses and evening 
gowns with beading are the types 
of dresses Aguilar designs, be. 
cause, he concluded, "there's 
more money in it." 
COME AND GET ll 
SWEECY FOOD LOVERS/ 
·f 
Hours 10 A.M. to 11 :oo. P.M. 
8th&Walnut 
Philippine_ Formal 
This black and white Philippine formal is 
modeled by Central freshman, Chris Fel· 
strom. The Philippine skirt is call~ a 
"Tapis." The bodice is the traditionalnative 
kimono made of pima, and decorated with 
bugles, sequins and beads. 
Sex And Sexless 
Invade Courson 
At home in a drawer under 
freshman Linda Hart's bed in 
Courson Hall are Sex and Sex. 
less, two pet baby alligators. 
"Most girls were upset when 
they learned there were am. 
gators on the floor but now they 
have become the floor mascots," 
Miss Hart said. 
"The names are unofficial as 
of yet, but Sex was named be. 
cause he was so frustrated, he 
leared at all of my girl friends, 
while Sexless is frigid," Miss 
Hart continued. 
"At first I couldn't get them 
they could go as long as three 
months without eating so I quit · 
worrying/' Miss Hart said, add. 
ing that they are now eating fish 
eggs and worms regularly. 
Miss Hart's alligators are only 
seven inches long now, but will 
grow ·at the rate of six inches a. 
year, so "watch out," Miss Hart 
concluded. 
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The 
Sporting Life 
By 
Chris Fruitrich · 
One of the most interesting and exciting sporting events 
to come .. tq Ellensburg for some time concluded SUnday 
a'.S a lone jumper plumeted 6600 feet from a light plane. 
Bob Holmes, an instructor for the Ellensburg Sport Para• 
chute Center, was of course aided by a parachute, or 
super canopy as it ts called by those who know; but the 
thrill was there none the less. 
Sunday's meet consisted of three individual and two. 
team events, according to Holmes and Cary Vlahovich, 
another Ellensburg instructor. All events centered around 
accuracy, that is, points scored for dropping within the 
closest distance of a four inch disc from 3800 feet in 
the air. 
The three individual events were divided into three 
divisions: junior, for jumpers with between 10 and 55 
jumps; intermediate with between 56 and 225 jumps; 
and seniors with over 225 jumps. Jumpers in the meet 
had between 10 and 1400 jumps each. 
'.TEAMS COMPETE 
Individual events are scored with each individual jumper. 
The jumpers leave the plane separately on each of three 
j)asses. in the team events all jumpers (three) leave the 
plane together and one score is tabulated from the accuracy 
of all three jumpers. 
Sport parachutists came to the Ellensburg meet from 
Oregon, Idaho, Canada, Northern California, and all over 
Washington. Prizes of $100, $50, and $25 were offered · 
for the first three places in each division. Vlahovich 
said, however, that expense money could be made only 
if a 'chutist won his event. 
over the course of the two-day meet, over 200 compe-
tition jumps were made in addition to the 1 O to 15 ' 'fun 
jumps" from the higher altitudes. Jumps cost the jump. 
ers approximately 25 cents per 1000 feet of altitude. 
Winners of SUnday' s meet included: in the senior division, 
Earl Cossey, Issa(Jlah; Ralph Hatley, Vancouver, Wash.; 
and Vlahovich of Ellensburg; 1n the intermediate division: 
Rich Lawson, Chuch Armstrong, and Joe Gievers, all of 
Issaquah; and in the junior division: Ed Greenly, Abbots-
ford, B. C.; Bill Hutchenson, and Vic Balle, both of Aurora, · 
Oregon. 
V ANCOU.VE~WINS 
In the Ellensburg team event, the team from Vancouver, 
Washington, grabbed top honor with the Ellensburg team 
second. A team from Vancouver also took first place in 
the Issaq.iah team event. 
The Ellensburg Sport Parachute Center team presently 
consists of three instructors (or jump masters) and three 
students. · The team meets or practices every other 
Friday night at the Ellensburg airport. Anyone interested 
in either jumptn,g or taking lessons should go to the field 
t?.night for i~orm~at~io_n __ • _.......__----~~ 
SERVING YOU~ •• 
CWSC STUDENTS 
and FACULTY 
--OPEN 'TIL 10:30 p.m.-. 
Featuring ••• 
• BAR·B-Q BEEF SANDWICHES 
• CHICKEN TO GO 
• FISH & CHIPS . 
-Call Ahead For Orders To Go-
WEBSTER'S cffs~9~~ 
"Acrou From CWSC Campus ••• On Ith Street" 
I 
[ 
f 
f 
I 
I 
I 
POOL MARATHON 
STARTS FRI. OCT. 20TH ·t:OOP.M. 
OPEN TO EVERYONE ENTRY FEE 5100 , . 
. First Prize for player lasting t~ 
longest- '. a New Brunswick Medilast 
iointed cue and case. For more 
details stop by the Rack 'N Cue 
We're open from One to Midnight• 
s1 00 COVERS ALL TAB·LE TIME 
BILLI 
~ 
on Spoka~e, Hiway 
.RA .. CK 'N CUE- ~· Pho~ 92$"~9785. 
IT.'S JOST ARRIVED AT THE 
SAMPLE SHOP!-·. 
Be.autiful Selection of Cocktail 
KATHY HARGADON WfNNEROF . SKIRT & SWEATER 
NEW STORE HOURS: 
10 TO 6 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
WISHING WELL 
4th and Pearl 
FREE~ SHOE CATALOG 
MAIL COUPON BELOW 
You are invited to receive without· ciny cost 
or obligation a colorful 200 page catalog 
with over 400 styles of shoes for the entire 
ifamily, from $495 ond up. Widths from AAAA -
! to EEEE Western-Wellington-Boots-Slipt..ers--
Sandals-Hose. · 
j 
Save 2Q% 01· more on your shoe needs. 
r-:n~~~--~--·--COUPON ~------«:lr-.~1 
· ~ Jean J. Burro.ughs : 
I I 
1 Ortho-Vent Shoe Company 1 
I ~ 
1 P.O. Box~231 Maple Valley, Wn. 98038 · • 
. I ~ 
D Please send me a catalog without • 
: obligation or cost. I 
I Name · I 
I Add~u I 
I City State . Zip Code I 
I • 11.------..---------COUPON ·-~--Q-_ .... .,.,_ 
.... _ . ..._·. ~ t:I •1-• ... •.,• .. ",.,• ... ".._'.•.,r ..... ,."'.• ... r,.•,.,•_. ... •,.•.•_.•.c;•_. ...... ••·
1 
l: 
PETULA 
'Cat Runners At Idaho nvita iona 
After two early season sue. several locally and lnterna.tto.n. 
cesses, the Central Washington ally known runners such as 
cross country team journeys Washington Siate's Gerry Lind. 
to the University of Idaho for gr en and Rick Riley. 
that sq~l's lnvliational meet. Central's entry list may well 
in the top five spots. No single 
man has been able to take charge 
of the top spot in any time trial 
or meet to date. 
Virtually every major and small undergo several changes In the Tuesday the Central harriers 
college team in the area will coming weeks since the past pulled a mild coup by upsetting 
be represented at the meet. In- two meets have produced seven a proud Seattle Pa.ewe College 
eluded on the en~y llst will be men all capable of ialdng over team. Seattle Pacific, prior to 
their meeting with Central, had 
not lost a cross country meet 
CLARK. --........_____-----!.._:___..:,;._jJ 
since 1963. This victory string 
included two wins over the 
powerful University of Washing. 
ton team. 
DOWN I CHARGE IT! EVERYBODY 
TOWN ~ LOVES SOMEBODY 
CLAUDINE 
LONG ET LIST s419 
STEREO OR MON.· Free Delive,.Y~ 
'Ellensbul-g Floral Shop 
·2 I T T I NG S 
-DoWntoW., Location-Next to Post Office-
\ 
\ 
' \
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~17 N. PEARL 
-------- - ··--------------------------
NOW EXCLIJSI 
ELLENSBURG ST A TE BANK 
Special CWSC Checking Accounts 
SPECIAL EMBLEM 
-CHECKS SUPPLl~D FREE 
Imprinted With -v our Name And SGA Number 
SAVE TIME! FACILITATE CASHING CHECKS LOCALLY~ 
- MINIMUM COST, ONLY lOc EACH CHECK WRITTEN. 
NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIRED. 
Your Friendly Home Owned 
ELLENSBURG· ST A TE BANK 
Fourth A venue and Ruby Street 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
In Tuesday's meet around the 
4-mlle Green Lake course in 
Seattle, Sam Ring of Central 
sprinted home in first place -
In the time of 19:50. Ring was 
the only runner to break the 
20 minute hl.rrier. 'The 'wild-
. cats also placed Steve Camp 
in third; Mark Henry, fifth; Dale' 
Aberle, seventh; and Connie Eng. 
lund, ninth. 'The final team score 
was Central 25, Seattle Paclf1c 
31. The winning team is that 
with the least points·. 
In last weekend's meet, the 
Wildcats nearly upset highly re. 
garded Whitworth, holding the 
Pirates to a 29-29 tie and 
lea vlng the rest of the compett.. 
tion far behind. The remaining 
teams scored: Whitman 90, East-
ern 97 and Gonzaga 135. 
Henry finished second In that 
meet behind Whltworth's Jerry 
Tighe. Henry's time was a re.. 
speciable 20: 13. In fourth for 
the Wildcats was Ring followed 
by Camp in fifth .. Terry Kelly_. 
8€>Venth and Dale Shea, eleventh. 
I 
BET 
YOU 
DIDN'T 
KNOW 
By Ken Marsh 
Here's quite an oddity • • • 
Pro football's fir st champion-
ship was won by a baseball 
team • • • That's right; a 
baseball team • • • In 1902, 
the old PhiladelphlaA'sbase. 
ball team organized a pro 
football squad featuring, 
among other players, the 
great pitcher Rube Waddell 
••• That fall, the A's played 
a few of the new pro foot-
ball teams that were in exist-
ence at that time • • • Then 
in November, in the showdown 
game, they beat Pittsburgh 
and with that victory they 
were proclaimed the first 
world's pro football cham· 
pions - and so it was a 
baseball team that won pro 
football's first titlel 
Ever wonder where me tra. 
ditton started of having a 
band at football games • • • 
It was at Notre Dame, which 
was the firstcollegetnAmer. 
lea to have a band ••• 'Ibeir 
band first marched at a foot-
ball game in 1888 • 
I bet you didn't know • • . 
the best in campus footwear 
is available now at Berry's. 
Whether you need desert 
boots for your casual wear, 
dress shoes for your new 
suit or a pair of sneakers. 
See us soon. 
Gridmen In Hawaii . .. 
· Central Faces Big Islander/Team 
Central' s Wildcat gridmen 
travel to the sunny islands o!. 
Hawaii this weekend to meet 
the not0 so-su1U1y University of. 
Hawaii Islanders. Coach Tom 
Parry sees tomorrow's game 
as one of the toughest of Cen. 
tral' s entire season. 
"It's a damn shame .we have 
to play them right now," com. 
ments Coach Parry. He is re. 
ferring, of course, to Central's 
trying to rebound after two 
straight road game losses. 
"We don't know much about 
this Hawaii teani," continued 
Parry, "I haven't even seen a 
program.'' 
Parry did reveal that he had 
seen films of both of the Island. 
ers' games this season, a 15. 
13 loss to Linfield and a victory 
over Lewis and Clark. 
PROBLEMS ARISE 
"We did see some defensive, 
problems for us," Parry said. 
"Their offense has several sets 
and shifts from several basic 
offensive patterns." 
- . . 
One of the real problems facing 
the Wildcats in their encounter 
ts the size of the Islanders. 
on the line they feature men such 
as tackles Ray Bateman and 
Chris Woods, center Pat Cough. 
Un and tight· end Rick Hrdlicka 
woo weigh from 26 5 to 23'? 
. pounds. 
In the backfield for Hawaii 
is Larry Cook who was leading 
rusher for the Air Force 
Academy last season. He could 
give the Wildcatsfitsbyhimself. 
To add a scoring punch is soccer. 
style kicking specialist Fijian 
Fatafehi. 
It looks a great deal like the 
bigger, stronger Islanders will 
give the Central Wildcats their 
competition between Central linemen stiffens as the 
Hawaii game approaches. Here two Wildcats go after 
each other with the vigor Coach Parry hopes to see all 
down the line when his troops meet a bigger Islander team. 
La Petite "EM" - Ten 
diamonds. A tapered, 
14K white gold case. 
23 jewels. $135.00 
.. . A1Di4 ~~B· . I She'll love"a · u ova 
From the 
Excellence Collect ion 
Lady of Fashion "A" 
- Chic, round-faced 
watch in stainless 
steel. 17 jewels. Auto-
matic. Waterproof•. 
$49.95 
Golden Goddess "A" 
-Flattery in 14K yel-
low or white gold. 23 
jewels. Raised crys-
tal. Cord. $85.00 
"When case, crystal and crown are intact. 
Golden Flair "G"-
Gracefully adorned 
circle of 18K yellow 
or white gold. 17 jew-
els. Faceted crysta l. 
$115.00 
BUTTON'S 
JEWELRr 
119 E. 4th 925-2400 
........... 4.\4j#&:ij.f,,,, •• ,,{~ •• 
toughest game of the 1967 sea,. 
son. 
Coach Parry had praise for his 
team even in their defeat at the 
hands of the Whitworth Pirates 
Saturday. 
DEFENSE SHINES 
"our defensive game was real 
good,'' said Parry, ''And the 
passing game was all right. We 
just weren't able to get our 
rlllllling game going." 
Parry continued that his team 
was not able to get out of its 
own territory-particularly 1n 
the killing. first half. 
"Their punter kept us very 
deep in the hole," Parry said, 
"He- did a really good job for 
them all day.'' 
The Wlldcat coach cited sev. 
eraly key plays in the Whitworth 
contest. Central rumbled the ball 
on its own 13-yard llneandWhit. 
worth was able to score from 
there. Another break late in the 
first half enabled the underdog 
Pirates to go into the locker 
room with a 14·0 lead. 
"We found ourselves fighting 
for our lives," said Parry. "We 
hacl to open up on offense but 
just couldn't seem to get mov. 
ing/' ' 
FRIDAY THRU WEDNESDAY 
OCTOBER 13 THRU 18 
Schedule Fri. 7:30 Sat. 7:00 & 9:40 
Sunday 4:00, 6: 15 & _8:45-Week Nights 7:30 
Student Admission ........ $1.0Q James Bond 
IAN RtMINff~ . !fl. ··r :: ,. · 
"IOU DlllY lllE ' A iii ... 
. ~~~ mrnrnBR~~~~u ... HARllf MmMAN ~ ...... ,,,~ · • 1 
PANAVISIOnECHNICOL~R· ·'FRIDAY THE 1 JTH . ~~.... 11 
STARTS AT 10:30-ADMISSION $1.00 ' 
1 Showing Only ... Late Horror Show 
- ~ NOW THE ASTOUNDING TRUT~1 ~fi: lteour p1J'fiP.1&K ),~~, ,, ... .,!!~ERLEE 
BARBARA SHELLEY· RICHARD PASCO 
Pr 0<111ctdb1AN IHO/iiYN[ lSQNll( YS O•rtc le<lbrOONSHARP 
Scr trnp1,, b~ JOHN !LOOI 
CINEMASCOPE-COLOR BY DELUXE 
A Seven Art s.Hammer Produc tion 
Released by 20th Century·Fox 
Friday The 13th 
Horror Show 
ST ARTS THURSDAY OCTOBER 19TH 
Comedy & WESTERN 2 Excel lent Features 
JOHN. KIRK 
WAYNE DOUGLAS · 
. ''THE WAR WAllDN. ! Excellent Comedy Co-Hit 
A new kind of motion picture excitement .•• from the 
'% Director and Writer of "Cat Ballou"! Hear ~:~ THE SUPREMES 
I METROCOLOR I 
sing 
The Swinging 
Hit Song '"THE 
HAPPENING" 
(Plays First) 
(PI ays Seco~d) 
WHY 
ARE· 
BIG 
JOHN'S 
HAMBURGERS 
THE 
BEST 
HAMBURGERS 
.IN 
SEVEN 
COUNTIES 
., 
• 
WE DON'T KNOW ••• 
· .but we must be doing 
something Right! 
Located 2 Blocks 
East of Campus 
(Just Past 
The Overpass) · . 
Creston Traces 'Language of Music' 
''Musical language begins 
where verbal language ends." 
This is the belief of Paul Cres. . 
ton, distinguished visiting pro-
fessor who spoke in Hertz Reci· 
tal Hall Tuesday night. 
Creston began by listing seven 
theories of the origin of verbal 
language to compare them with 
the theories of the origin of mus-
ic. 
inflection in language can be 
compared to dynamics and rhytho 
mlc inflection in music. 
It then, music is a language, 
Creston said, it must have the 
same purposes as verbal Jan. 
guage. It should be as much a 
part of education as anything 
else, not to make everyone pro-
fessional musicJans, but for the 
joy and exultation of individual 
creation. 
Closing his speech, Creston 
commented on what he called 
_paper music, laboratory music, 
and electronic music. He said 
he expecJally disliked electronic 
music because it eliminated the 
performer, and sometimes the 
audience. 
Creston said thatoneJapanese 
artist used the flushing of a toilet 
in his electronic music. 
"My final comment is that 
every electronic composer 
should use that as his last 
sound," Creston concluded. 
The theories of the ·origin of 
music were: mythological, 
superna tun.I, biblical, Roman, 
primitive, Darwinian, and Spen. 
serJan. Creston said that he 
liked to give a fuller treatment 
to the last three. 
The primitive theorized ·that 
music began with natives beat. 
tng drums. This however, was 
rhythm only. The Darw1nta.n 
theory supposed that music be-
gan as man tried to imitate the 
calls of birds. 
CAT-A-LOG--:--:-1 
Salinger Tops Campus Events' I 
Paul Creston 
Speaking before a Hertz Recital Hall audience TUesday 
night Paul Creston, distinguished visiting professor said 
' d ,, 
"Musical language begins where verbal language en s. 
During his presentation he touched upon the theories 
of. the origin at music. 
Herbert Spenser . formulated 
the last theory which says that 
music began from impassioned 
speech. This theory seems the 
most logical to Creston. . 
Creston noted that there are 
written symbols in music and 
. language and drew an analogy 
between words and tones. 
Creston then gave a further 
parallel between language and 
music. He compared a sentence 
in language with a phrase in 
music; a paragraph with a per. 
iod; grammar and syntax with 
rhythmic, harmonic and melodic 
progression; and, punctuation 
with cadences. 
Creston said that one i:art of 
composition that has been neg. 
lected is expressio!l• H! went 
on to say that tone of voice and 
TOP FILMS SHOWN 
"Fail Safe" and "The Vic· 
tors" will be the SGA movies 
tor this weekend. "Fail Safe" 
will star Henry Fonda, Dan O'· 
Herlihy, and Walter Matthau. 
James Mitchum, Peter Fonda, 
Vincent Edwards, Melina Mer· 
couri, and Michael Callin play 
leading roles in "The Victor." 
YRC BOWLS 
Central's Young Republican 
Club will have a bowling "get 
together," Saturday, at 2 p.m. 
Lanes have been reserved at 
Bill's Bowl for members and 
persons interested in YR's. For 
information contact Bob Pegg 
at 963-1724. 
SWIMMERS MEET 
On OCtober 16, at 7 p.m. 
the Crimson Corals will hold 
tryouts at the Nicholson Pavilion 
pool, Girls who have intermedi· 
ate swimming ab111ty and are 
Dari'1gly new! 
Chevrolet~ new line of 
Super Sports for '68. 
Computer-tuned suspension systems. Improved 
shock absorbers. New double-cushioned rubber 
body mounts. They all team up to bring you the 
smoothest, most silent Chevrolet ride ever. A fresh 
new idea in ventilation comes standard on every 
1968 Camaro and Corvette. It's Astro Ventilation, 
a system that lets air in, but keeps noise and wind 
...... ~~: .. tdifft~-· ·1•.>·.::-: :::. 
.E ... 1@¥/:::::··. 
Corvette Sting Ray Convertible 
out. You'll appreciate all the proved safety 
features on the '68 Chevrolets, including the 
GM-developed energy-absorbing steering 
column and many new ones. More style. 
More performance. More all-around value. One 
look tells you these are for the man who loves 
driving. One demonstration drive shows why! 
•a11§d·le:1r 
Be smart! 
Chevelle SS 396 Sport Coupe 
Be sure! 
Buy noYI at your 
Chevrolet 
dealer's. MARK OF lXCflL[NCI 
interested in synchronized 
swlm ming should plan to attend. 
QUARTET PERFORMS 
The Philadelphia string quar· 
. tet will perform oct. 17 and 
19 in McConnell Auditorium at 
8: 15 p.m. both evenings. 
SALINGER SPEAKS 
Pierre Salinger, who served 
as press secretary to Presi-
dents John F. Kennedy and Lyn· 
don B. Johnson, will speak at 
Central, Friday, Oct. 20, at 
8 p.m. in Nicholson Pav1llon. 
No admission will be charged. 
Newsmen Debate 
Vietnam Issues 
James Robinson and David 
Hardy, both NBCforeigncorres. 
pondents, will debate Vietnam 
war issues Oct. 18 at 8 p.m. 
in McConnell Auditorium. 
The program is sponsored by 
the Assemblies Committee head.· 
ed by Dr. John DeMerchant. 
'!1le issue of Vietnam is some. i 
·thing that Dr. DeMerchant be. ; 
lleves is pertinent now and 
shdu1d concern everyone. . 
""fhis debate is something that · 
should stir up interest,'' Dr. 
DeMerchant said. 
S.N.E.A. Benefits 
Student Teachers 
"The Student National Edu~ 
tion Association, (SNEA), is not 
just a silent organization," Gor· 
doh Drake, membership co. 
chairman, said. 
"The Washington Chapter ac. 
tually elects a representative 
and has a vote on the national 
education level. We are also 
allowed to attend SNEA and 
Washington Education Associai. 
tion, (WEA), conference meet.. 
ings and have a program once 
a month on campus," Drake 
continued. 
The SNEA is of benefit to all 
enrolled in the teacher educa,.. 
tion program. Members receive 
the same education journals and 
pamphlets as teachers. They 
also receive a $100,000 liabiL. 
tty while student teaching. 
"Any student who intends to 
become a teacher should stand 
up and participate by being a 
member of the student chapter,'' 
Drake concluded. 
The SNEA is located on the 
second fioor of Williams Hall. 
Salinger Speaks At 
Pavilion Od .. 20 
Pierre Salinger, former press 
secretary to Presidents John F. 
Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson, 
will speak at Nicholson Pav1llon 
Friday,.pct. 20, at 8 p.m. 
The t6pic Salinger will SPeak 
on will be: "The Kennedy Years 
-Before and After." 
